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1 INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR AND WORKSHOP ON EMERGING
TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE

September 24‐26, 2012, Bucharest, Romania

Review by Irina Petroviciu and Cristina Carsote

Organised by: The National Research Institute for Textile and Leather (INCDTP) – Bucharest, the National
Museum of Romanian History, the National Village Museum "Dimitrie Gusti" and the University of Craiova,
with financial support of the Executive Unit for Financing Higher Education, Research, Development
and Innovation (UEFISCDI), Romania

The 1st International Seminar and Workshop on

Emerging Technology and Innovation for Cultural

Heritage "Preservation of Parchment, Leather and

Textiles" took place on 24th‐26th September 2012

in Bucharest, Romania. The event, chaired by Dr.

Elena Badea (University of Craiova and University

of Turin) and Dr. Lucretia Miu (National Research

Institute for Textile and Leather, Bucharest), was

hosted by the National Museum of Romanian

History.

Dedicated to the innovative technologies applied

to parchment, leather and textile museum objects,

the meeting brought together well‐known spe‐

cialists from European institutions with tradition

in museum objects conservation as well as Roma‐

nian researchers, conservators and curators from

various museums, libraries and archives. Eleven

lecturers from six European countries and four‐

teen Romanian specialists were invited to share

their experience over the three days scientific

program including five Plenary Sessions, a Demon‐

strative Workshop and a Round Table. An exhibi‐

tion of textiles and parchments manuscripts

restored in the laboratories of the National Mu‐

seum of Romanian History was especially orga‐

nized for the Seminar and Workshop attendees.

More than 80 conservation professionals, students,

and conservation scientists from the main national

museums, conservation laboratories and work‐

shops, as well as from research and academia insti‐

tutions, joined this event organised in cooperation

with the Romanian Association Science and Cul‐

tural Heritage in Connection (i‐CON), while 22

young conservators participated to the Workshop.

The Seminar and Workshop provided an excellent

forum for conservation scientists and conservation‐

restoration professionals to interact, exchange

ideas and initiate collaborations. It showcased

some of the latest technical developments in the

field of micro‐ and non‐destructive testing for

the diagnosis and conservation of historical

parchment, leather and textiles, as well as inno‐

vative ICT technologies for an improved exploita‐

tion and fruition of cultural heritage.

The seminar was opened by the lecture of Dr. Jan

Wouters, conservation scientist with a particular

interest in the analysis of natural organic mate‐

rials used in works of art and culture. Jan Wouters,

past Chairman of the Conservation Committee of

the International Council of Museums (ICOM‐CC)

and visiting scientist and consultant at the Getty

Conservation Institute in Los Angeles, USA,

presented “Leather analysis for conservation
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In the following section, dedicated to Preventive

Conservation, two case studies were illustrated by

Dr. Marie Vest (The Royal Library, Copenhagen,

Denmark) with “Directions in book conservation–

materials, methods and training”, and by Dr.

Marta Guttmann (Transylvanian Museum Society,

Cluj‐Napoca, Romania) with “Preventive conser‐

vation issues in parchment, textile and leather

conservation”. According to the Danish experi‐

ence, cold or cool storage should be used to slow

down the deterioration process of all unstable

materials and digitization should be considered

as a priority solution in conservation.

The Research and Education for Conservation ses‐

sion was approached as an overview of the expe‐

rience and expertise on textile investigation and

restoration of three national museums, two of

which from Germany and one from Romania. Dr.
e‐conservation
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pts and

omposi‐

Christine Müller‐Radloff reviewed her 30 years of

work in the restoration of ethnographic textiles

at both the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen and

Staatliche Ethnographische Sammlungen Sachsen
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In the last two sessions, dedicated to Inn

Technologies for Sustainable Preservation

terials Characterization and Damage Assess

the outcomes of some ongoing European

national research projects were presente

Prof. Alessandro Vitale Brovarone (Unive

Turin, Italy) gave an exciting interpretat

“Reading problems and chromatic variab

manuscripts of the Royal Library of Turin

Dr. Paola Iacomussi (National Research I

for Metrological Research, Turin, Italy) e

how to “Enhance the perception of works

with innovative lighting” and illustrated

nefits obtained in the case of lighting th

Shroud of Turin.

Prof. Robert Sablatnig (Institute of Comp

Aided Automation, Computer Vision Lab,

e workshop.
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very interesting application of “Multispectral

image acquisition, image enhancement and layout

detection of the Sinaitic Glagolitic documents”.

Following on, Oana Miu (Mira Telecom, Bucharest,

Romania) illustrated the “Use of ∑‐∆ filtering for

automatic detection of shrinkage temperature of

collagen fibres”. Her presentation was comple‐

mented by Valentin Velican (University “Politeh‐

nica” of Bucharest, Romania) who presented the

objectives, benefits and impact of the project

“Intelligent system for analysis and diagnostic

of collagen‐based artefacts”.

Nikifor Haralampliev (“Ivan Duichev” Center for

Slavo‐Byzantine Studies, Sofia, Bulgaria) talked

about the experience gained from the “Recreation

of medieval recipes related to parchment making

in Byzantyum”.

Dr. Petru Budrugeac (INCDIE ICPE‐CA Bucharest)

discussed about the “DSC analysis of historical

leathers and parchments for damage assessment

and certification”. Dr. Irina Petroviciu (National

Museum of Romanian History, Bucharest, Romania)

presented a very useful overview on “Flavonoid

dyes in textiles from Romanian collections”. The

final presentation of the Seminar was Dr. Ioana

Stanculescu who presented “Physical chemical

tests, gamma irradiation and augmented reality

technology for the conservation of textile and

leather heritage artefacts” developed at the

“Horia Hulubei” National Institute of Physics

and Nuclear Engineering, Romania.

The half‐day demonstrative workshop was organ‐

ized in two modules: Multispectral characterisa‐

tion of historical parchments (tutors: Paola Iaco‐

mussi and Michela Radis, National Research Insti‐

tute for Metrological Research, Turin, Italy) and

Damage ranking of collagen artefacts by Micro

Hot Table (MHT) Method (tutors: Cristina Carşote,

National Museum of Romanian History, Bucharest,

and Oana Miu, Mira Telecom, Bucharest). In each

module, the theoretical introduction was followed

Visit at Stavropoleos Monastery.
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by a practical demonstration. Dr. Elena Badea

discussed the results provided by micro‐invasive

thermal analysis techniques such as Micro Hot

Table Method and micro Differential Scanning

Calorimetry (micro DSC) and their ability to

“Identify environmentally sensitive artefacts”.

During the practical demonstration, the parti‐

cipants had the opportunity to also perform

measurements by themselves.

The last day of the meeting was reserved to a

Round Table discussion dedicated to Advances in

Practice on Ethnographical Objects hosted by the

National Village Museum "Dimitrie Gusti", one of

the biggest and the oldest outdoors museum in

Europe. The Round Table was focused on textile

and leather heritage preservation and exhibition

in ethnographic open air museums. The discus‐

sions offered many interesting insights into how

conservators in Romania and Europe are con‐

fronted with such challenging issues and contin‐

ued in a varied natural way during the visits to

the museum depots and restoration workshops.

Then, participants greatly enjoyed the guided tour

of some of the peasant farms and houses, among

the most representative for the Romanian popu‐

lar architecture and techniques.

The Seminar and Workshop ended with a visit to

the Romanian Medieval Art Collection of the Na‐

tional Museum of Art where Ileana Creţu spoke

about the most valuable embroideries and tex‐

tiles on display. In order to show the specificity of

the Romanian cultural heritage, other visits were

organized at the National Cotroceni Museum, the

former royal residence, the Romanian Peasant

Museum and Stavropoleos Monastery.

The papers presented in the Seminar were pub‐

lished in the book of extended abstracts (ISBN‐

978‐973‐1716‐81‐7).

This first edition of the Seminar and Workshop

can be concluded with the Jan Wouters’ words

during the press conference: ”despite having

internet, email and, whether we like it or not,

Twitter or Facebook, face to face discussions are

unavoidable nowadays and in the near future”.

The local organizers are hoping to continue this

series of events at two‐year intervals.

IRINA PETROVICIU
Chemist

Contact: irinapetroviciu@mnir.ro

Irina Petroviciu is presently senior researcher at

the National Museum of Romanian History/

Centre of Research and Scientific Investigation.

She obtained her PhD in analytical chemistry at

the University of Bucharest on the use of LC‐DAD‐

MS in characterisation and identification of

natural dyes in historical textiles. She has more

than 15 years of expertise in analytical chemistry

applied to cultural heritage.

CRISTINA CARSOTE
Conservation‐scientist

Contact: criscarsote@yahoo.com

Cristina Carşote is conservation scientist at the

National Museum of Romanian History/ Centre

of Research and Scientific Investigation. She

received her education in chemistry at the Uni‐

versity of Bucharest and is currently following a

PhD programme on damage assessment in

historical collagen‐based materials. She has

been involved in several projects dedicated to

organic materials in museum objects.
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